Our Executive
Summary
Eastlands Homes and City South Manchester are each submitting
their own discrete Value for Money Self Assessments for 2014/15.
The organisations were independent during that period with their own
Business Plans, actions and targets for efficiency savings.
The VFM Assessments reflect
the activity and achievements of
each organisation and capture the
results and outcomes of plans for
improvement as identified in their
respective assessments for the
previous year, 2013/14.
One of the key activities and areas
of focus for both organizations
during 2014/15 was the plan to
form a partnership with effect
from April 1, 2015. The boards
of Eastlands Homes and City
South Manchester agreed in
principle that they wished to
investigate and pursue the
advantages of partnership at their
independent meetings during
July 2014. Prior to that and
subsequently, significant work
was done to assess the viability
and advantages of partnership,
including an extensive Due
Diligence exercise, financial
planning and pertinent to this
assessment, the identification of
efficiencies and improvements
that could be realized, were the
two organizations to join forces.
Part of the preparation during
the year has been ensuring that
appropriate governance structures
are in place for the Group and
that the Board and Committees
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that serve the organization have
the necessary strategic skills and
that they understand their own
obligations with regard to scrutiny,
regulation and risk management.
This includes the overseeing and
scrutiny of Value for Money within
the organization and is reflected in
both statements.
The Business Case that was
presented to and approved by the
Homes and Communities Agency
in February 2015 forms the
foundation of the efficiencies and
Value for Money achievements
that are targeted for 2015/16. The
efficiency targets detailed at the
end of this assessment are for
the combined One Manchester
Group.
One Manchester was successfully
formed and launched in April 2015
and future VFM self assessments
will be combined for the Group.

A full transition plan is in place
to ensure that we secure the
efficiencies and improvements
cited in the group Business Case
and our merger plans will deliver
a recurrent saving by the end
of 2016/17 of £2.5m having a
positive impact on the recurrent
costs of our services whilst
maintaining their quality.
Since submitting the Business
case and whilst formulating the
VFM Assessment for 2014/15,
the Chancellor of the Exchequer
has revealed the 2015 Summer
Budget and no registered
providers’ VFM assessment can
ignore the impact of it, in particular
the 1% reduction in social housing
rents effective from April 2016, to
be continued year on year for the
subsequent four years.

In light of the July 2015 budget, we have calculated, and robustly stress tested our business planning
assumptions and believe that as well as the significant initial efficiencies already identified through the
partnership and merger activity above, the Group will need to achieve further total savings over a 5 year
period in the region of £17.5m. Our initial planning has identified and will set year on year additional recurrent
net expenditure savings targets of:

Year

Within year VFM target

2016/17

£1.5m

2017/18

£0.75m

£2.25m

2018/19

£1.25m

£3.5m

2019/20

£1.0m

£4.5m

2020/21

£0.75m

£5.75m

Total
Despite a clearly much more
challenging working environment
the Board of One Manchester
remains committed to the delivery
of the strategic objectives laid out
in the business case and strategy
for the new group. Our growth
agenda, including our aspirations
to deliver 585 new homes, and
at the same time improving
and expanding our services
to our communities, remain
key objectives. Our strategy

VFM standard
expectations

Has a robust approach to making
decisions on the use of resources
to deliver our objectives, including
an understanding of the tradeoffs and opportunity costs of its
decisions.

Cumulative recurrent
net saving
£1.5m

£17.5m
is to deliver social innovation
across the South and East of
Manchester and despite budget
constraints remains focused on
innovative and forward thinking
ways of working and delivering
for our communities. The new
group, One Manchester set itself
a recurrent efficiency saving
of £2.5m ( to be delivered in
2015/16 and 2016/17) and with
the changes detailed above we
are now shaping plans to deliver

additional year on year efficiencies
resulting in a recurrent net
reduction in costs of £8.25m by
2020/21.
Following a robust assessment we
conclude that Eastlands Homes
has good evidence to support
compliance with the expected
outcomes of the VFM standard,
but recognise that there are some
areas of VFM activity that require
improvement.

Our compliance 2014/15
Reports to the Board on the performance and use of resources
enabling a robust approach to decision making include:
• The 30 year Financial Plan.
• The annual budget process which includes zero based budgeting
and clearly links the use of resources with meeting key objectives.
• New build appraisal reports
• Actual performance against the Asset Management Strategy.
• KPI Reports
The summary expenditure/income and leveraging of resources table
demonstrates the range of activities and VfM themes.
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VFM standard
expectations

Understands the return on our
assets and has a strategy for
optimising the future returns
on assets – including rigorous
appraisal of all potential options
for improving VFM including the
potential benefits in alternative
delivery models measured again
our purpose and objectives.

Our compliance 2014/15
To improve understanding of the return on our assets a revised Asset
Management Strategy was developed and approved by Board in
April15.
The strategy is supported by an Asset Performance Evaluation (APE)
model that analyses the financial, social and economic performance
and thus the value of the stock to the organisation over the life of the
Business Plan and beyond. It has been developed in conjunction with
the vision and aims of the new Group.
The model is in turn supported by stock data that includes condition
surveys, Energy Performance Certificates as well as customer
satisfaction and other socio economic factors.
The APE model will be used to identify option appraisals and inform
future investment strategy.
Other measures carried out during 14/15 that support VFM and return
on assets include:
• Voids/expenditure and tenancy management review
• Social and environmental return measurement
Development partnership and investment planning.

Has performance management
and scrutiny functions which are
effective at driving and delivering
improved VFM performance.

KPI reporting on performance and satisfaction to Board on a regular
basis.
Benchmarking is conducted through Housemark quarterly/Annually.
Back office Benchmarking carried out quarterly.
Scrutiny arrangements improved during 2014/15 with new approach
and panel fully trained and underway with the first review on access to
services and customer feedback.

Understands the costs and
outcomes of delivering specific
services and which underlying
factors influence these costs and
how they do so.

The self-assessment shows clear evidence of current and past
performance on management and maintenance costs when
benchmarking against the HCA’s Global Accounts data and
Housemark.
The self-assessment also shows costs compared to performance for
each of the Association’s activity areas.
The organisation’s current savings are detailed in the self-assessment
by activity, showing one-off and recurring savings. For 2014/15 savings
totalling £955k have been made.
With the creation of One Manchester, the business case and Corporate
objectives provide the targets for future saving, and these are detailed
in the self-assessment.

Annually publishes a robust selfassessment which sets out in
a way that is transparent and
accessible to stakeholders how
we are achieving VFM in our
purpose and objectives.
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Eastlands Homes self-assessment of how we meet the HCA Value
for Money standard is published on our website by the 30 September
each year.

Our Strategy for and
delivery of value for money
The objective of the Value for Money Strategy, approved by Board,
is to ensure that Eastlands Homes has in place a framework and
the necessary activities and monitoring and review processes that
enable Value for Money to be delivered across all its services and
provide Board with appropriate assurance.

Board role
We have strong and well
developed governance
arrangements in place in respect
of VFM. The Audit and Risk
Committee monitor the annual
VFM Action Plan and lead the
VFM self assessment on behalf
of the Board. Board have the
overall responsibility for VFM
and the VFM Self Assessment.
We have embedded VFM in
Eastlands culture by supporting
staff, Board and customers to
take responsibility and make
proposals that improve value for
money in the services we provide.
One of the Board members is a
VFM Champion and provides the
link between the Board, staff and
tenants.
Through our governance and
management of the company we
have established the foundations
upon which Value for Money can
be built. Our 30-year business
plans are reviewed annually
and updated for the changing
environment and objectives set
by the Board. The business plans
are stressed to ensure financial
viability.

The budget setting cycle is based
on zero based budgeting (ZBB)
and is reviewed twice by the
Board to ensure it remains viable
and in line with objectives.
Financial and performance data is
produced monthly and reviewed
and challenged by the business
to ensure services and costs
remain on target. Key information
is provided to the Board on a
quarterly basis for review and
challenge and Board can make
key decisions and identify areas
for improvement.

Executive & Staff

We have introduced new Asset
Management and Growth
strategies that reflect the mission,
values and aspirations of the
larger Group following the merger
with City South Manchester. The
APE model adopted by the Group
will analyse the long term asset
value of the stock at individual
property level.
The Growth Strategy is aimed at
developing the business through
new build, acquisition, supporting
social enterprise and building a
range of products that add value
to the Group and the communities
we operate in.

Board

Customers

Strategic Partners
Annual Plan
VFM Approach
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Customer Scrutiny
Eastlands Homes has a strong
record of involving customers
and high levels of satisfaction that
“views are listened to and acted
upon”, reflected in our customer
satisfaction surveys.
• We offer customers and
local residents a variety of
opportunities to get involved
and influence decision making,
from local through to being
co-opted onto, or a member
of, the Board. These structures
were established following the
second transfer in 2009 and
had served us well but were in
need of review.

Consultation Forums
My Home

My Neighbourhood

(Repairs, Investment
and Environmental)

(Neighbourhood
Services)

Young Voices

My Editorial
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On The Move

Co-regulation
Board

• As a result of this review during
2013/14, we have developed
a new framework based
around a new Scrutiny Panel,
our Community Offer and
Consultation. This improved
VFM by reducing the number of
panel meetings and resources
required to facilitate.
• During 2014/15 the new
scrutiny panel has been fully
trained by an independent
expert, agreed terms of
reference and links with the
Board and agreed the focus
and challenge on value for
money to assist the overall VFM
Strategy.

My Community

Scrutiny

Mystery
Shopping

Customer
Surveys
Peer
Reviews

Complaints
info

Customer
Profiling

Our Assets
The table below outlines the number and value of our
housing assets. Despite a reduction of 80 homes managed
by Eastlands Homes (1% of the total stock) the value of the
housing stock increased by £8.4M (3.3%) to £260M.

Year Ended 31 March

Sector
Average
2014/15

2014/15

2013/14

2012/13

2011/12

7,811

7,891

7,941

7,965

2017/18

100%

100%

100%

90.6%

81.0%

2018/19

70.5

72

73

73

72

2019/20

85%

85%

88%

88%

80%

£’000

£'000

£'000

£’000

260,317

251,842

169,141

124,856

2016/17

Value of housing properties
The standard of our homes
has been maintained at
100% decency, which has
been achieved by replacing
components that had reached
the end of their lifecycle during
2014/15.
We continue to invest in
energy efficiency and insulation
measures. Despite a marginal
reduction in the overall energy
efficiency (SAP rating) of the
stock it remains above the sector
average.
In order to measure and analyse
the long term performance of
our property portfolio we have
developed an Asset Performance
Evaluation (APE) model.
The model will:
• Use modelling techniques to
analyse property worth to the
business plan

• Include a measurement of
social sustainability
• Provide an objective baseline
on which to make investment
decisions
• Generate a candidate list for
option appraisal
The model relies on accurate
data which has been gleaned
from stock condition surveys that
are built into our asset database
and regularly updated. Financial
information is taken from up
to date records and accounts.
Neighbourhood statistics are
taken from surveys, internal
housing management data and
information provided by external
parties and centralised data such
as Office for National Statistics.
The model can be analysed
at several levels, company,
neighbourhood, asset group and
down to individual properties.

The key definition is the Asset
Group – properties with similar
attributes in an area are grouped
for analysis. There is flexibility
to drill into groups, and change
groups as necessary to take
account of changes following
investment decisions or external
influences.
There are currently 159 (will
change) Asset Groups with an
average of 50 properties per
group.
The overall costs built into the
model are:
• Total 30 year capital expenditure
of £215m (£27,560per unit over
30yrs)
• Management costs £1182/unit
• Maintenance costs includes
voids and cyclical of £816 per
unit per annum (range £575 £881)
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These results produce a 30 year cash flow and net present value (NPV) of asset worth, by Asset Group, as
shown below. Enable us to carry out further detailed analysis and select individual props or Asset Groups for
option appraisal.

30 Year npv per unit
£60,000
£50,000
£40,000
£30,000
£20,000
£10,000
£0
-£10,000
-£20,000
-£30,000
-£40,000

30 year NPV Performance No. of units
pu
description

% units

Below £0

Poor

195

2%

£0 - £10,000

Marginal

2,284

Above £10,000

Good

5,384

Total

The results enable us to analyse
the poor and marginal performing
Asset Groups in more detail and
consider Option Appraisals on
individual or groups of properties
within those Asset Group.
The model is flexible to enable
cash flow and NPV projections to
be carried out over shorter and
longer time periods up to year
45, to inform future long term
investment or disposals.
It can also be used to compare
the value of the stock to open
market values, for potential future
sales.

-£6,119

29%

£16,145,796

£7,069

69%

£94,832,001

£17,614

£109,784,512

£13,962

The APE model does not just
consider financial factors; it will
also take into account economic
and social factors through its
sustainability model. Each Asset
Group is given a rating based
on housing related sustainability
criteria which support
neighbourhood planning activities.
The criteria listed below are linked
to One Manchester’s mission:
Income/ Creating opportunities:
• Education
• Ratio of rent to income levels
• SAP
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-£1,193,285

7,863

• Rent arrears

Total 30 year NPV per unit
NPV

Housing Management/ changing
lives:
• Employment levels
• Health
• ASB and Crime deprivation
• Satisfaction views are listened
to
Demand/ Transforming
communities:
• Evidence of mixed tenure
• Demand – bids per property
• Satisfaction with neighbourhood
• Turnover.

The data to support these criteria is gathered from internal and external sources and each criteria is given a
weighted scoring to produce an average out of 10 for each Asset Group.
The sustainability score is compared against the financial (NPV) score to produce a grid style result of overall
performance, illustrated below:

The poor and marginal performing
Asset Groups will be analysed
in detail and will influence the
direction of investment decisions
from 2016/17 and beyond. The
high performing asset groups will
also be reviewed as there maybe
commercial decisions to be
taken regarding their value to the
organisation.
Restructuring of the investment
team in 14/15 has reduced
resource costs by over £550k.
The team is responsible for the
new asset management strategy
which ensures we manage,
appraise and invest in line with the
APE model.
We are seeing a gradual reduction
in void turnaround times and the
overall cost of voids as a result of

the investment works completed
during the decent homes
programme.
One of our key targets is to
reduce the cost of energy for our
customers and we are recording
examples of where this has been
achieved, through a range of
measures including cavity wall
insulation, external wall insulation
and innovative new environmental
management systems such as the
Passivhaus scheme.
During 2014/15 we completed a
number of insulation programmes
to 4 of our high rise blocks.
These multi storey properties
benefit from high levels of external
insulation and energy efficient
heating systems which mean

overall energy costs will be
reduced by over 60%.
Our innovative Passivhaus
insulation scheme at Erneley
Close will also bring in a host
of benefits to its tenants. The
improved insulation and heat
recovery systems means
household energy bills could be
reduced by over 70%. Health
benefits from living in a Passivhaus
type environment will also be
realised over future years.
We have completed several
environmental improvement
schemes to estates. Works
to improve walkways, lighting,
access and defensible garden
space mean that our estates are
cleaner and brighter with less litter
and reduced incidents of ASB.
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In March 2014 we began building
a new build development to
provide 6 two bed affordable
homes. The new homes have
been part funded with grant made
available by the HCA.
During 2014/15 we participated
in the government’s Empty
Homes Programme. This was a
programme aimed at targeting
the purchase of long term empty
homers within our boundaries,
with a view to refurbishing them
and bringing them back in to
use. We purchased 3 homes in
14/15, securing a total of £27k
grant funding which was used to
offset purchase and refurbishment
costs. The homes are now let.
As we moved forward with our
asset management review and
planning process during 14/15 we

identified a number of mothballed
properties and long term voids.
Over the years demand for certain
types of property has changed
and we are now in the process of
developing a programme to bring
these properties back into use.
In 2015/16 we will be starting a
refurbishment programme to bring
20 bedsits and 10 maisonette
flats back into general use.
Proactive asset management and
collaborative working will ensure
we minimise repeat repairs and
ensure we get the best use out
of our resources in terms of both
labour and assets.
We need to be working more
closely with our partners and
contractors to make the best use
of social value incentives for our
tenants and local communities.

In November 2014 we delivered
our first market rent scheme of 22
homes in Longsight. The scheme
was delivered within budget (by
£84K) and was fully let on day one.
As part of the new Group we
have an ambitious programme
to build 585 new homes over the
next 5 years. The programme will
include a range of tenures, mainly
focussing on market rent but also
incorporating shared ownership,
sales and some affordable
housing.
The mixed portfolio of new homes
will support the Business Plan by
diversifying the stock, offset loss
of homes through the RTB/RTA
programme and have a close
link to our Asset Management
strategy by investing in areas that
support our growth and social
innovation aspirations.

New build
		
Units
Costs 2015/16 2016/17 2017/18
			
£000
£000
£000
£000

2018/19
£000

2019/20
£000

CITY SOUTH								
Market Rent - named schemes		

168

19,600

9,876

9,724

-

-

-

Market Rent - un-named schemes		

70

7,331

50

2,716

4,565

-

-

		
238 26,931
9,926 12,440

4,565

-

-

EASTLANDS								
Now affordable			

606

350

256

-

-

-

		

6

250

250

-

-

-

-

Affordable Rent- committed projects		

10

1,113

1,000

113

-

-

-

Market Rent - Named/
uncommitted schemes		

53

7,355

1,700

5,077

578

-

-

Market Rent - named/aspirational schemes 66

8,577

-

1,538

3,782

2,154

1,104

23,829

-

-

4,203

9,692

9,934

		
347 41,730
3,300
6,983

8,563

11,846

11,038

Market Rent - un-named/
aspirational schemes		

200

New Development - Group 								
CITY SOUTH		

238

26,931

9,926

12,440

4,565

-

-

EASTLANDS		

347

41,730

3,300

6,983

8,563

11,846

11,038

		
585 68,661 13,226 19,423

13,128

11,846

11,038
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Progress on programme
Scheme name

Scheme type

Start date

Units

Lily Thomas

Market rent

March 16

18 homes

Oasis/Chapman Street

Market rent

June 16

33 homes

Folkestone Road

Affordable rent

Mar 15

6 homes

Stanley Grove

Affordable rent

Nov 15

4 homes

Lees St/ Columbine St

Market rent

Jan 16

35 homes

Leaf/Royce

Market rent

March 16

170 homes

Total 266
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Our Performance
Financial Performance
The following table provides some key financial data over the
last five years and commentary below on performance.

For the year ended 31 March

2014/15

2013/14

2012/13

Trend

Core Operating margin excluding investment and
GAP funding

30.99%

32.89%

29.46%

é

Liquidity (current assets divided by current
liabilities)

1.59

1.43

2.29

ê

Asset Cover (Housing Valuation divided by loans)

308%

329%

233%

é

Total reserves per home owned

£23,829

£23,800

£14,265

é

Debt per unit

£10,800

£9,714

£9,144

é

New homes completed and acquired

22

1

15

é

Rent losses (voids and bad debts as % of rent
and service charges receivable)

1.4%

1.0%

1.3%

ê

Rent arrears (gross arrears as % of rent and
service charges receivable)

5.7%

4.4%

4.5%

ê

Growth in Turnover excluding GAP funding

Operating Ratios
In 2014/15, turnover increased by
7.32% and the operating margin,
prior to investment and GAP
funding allocations, was 30.99%.
Eastlands Homes came to the
end of the five year stock transfer
promises at the end of March
2014 and carried out additional
major works during 2014/2015.
Following the recent stock
condition survey, lower annual
expenditure will be incurred on
investment from 2015/16 and
more scope for surpluses to be
achieved and invested into future
activities.
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7.32%

8.25%

The last published HCA Global
Accounts for 2014 shows
operating margin for large
scale voluntary transfer (LSVT)
associations to be in the region of
27% and in the future Eastlands
will set targets to achieve a
position in line or above our peers.

Gearing/Debt Servicing
Eastlands Homes has a £105m
facility with Barclays Bank and
RBS. The drawn down loans at
the end of 2015 was £84.6m.
The independent loan security
valuation carried out on 31st
March 2015 shows the existing
use value of the housing stock

4.49%

é

(EUV-SH) to be £260m and this
equates to an asset cover ratio of
308%.
The last published HCA Global
Accounts for 2014 shows
Eastlands asset cover to be above
average for LSVT associations
which is good and we are in
a strong position for future
borrowing.
With the investment in our homes,
the total reserves per property
have substantially increased over
the last five years and the debt per
unit has increased.
At around £10,800 per unit,
Eastlands Homes debt per unit is
well under the last published HCA

Global Accounts figure of £15,306
per unit for LSVT associations and
this is a very positive position.
Overall, Eastlands Homes is in a
strong position to utilise its assets
and financial position to invest and
develop in the future for our local
communities.

Income
Eastlands Homes has achieved
substantial improvements in rental
income management since 2009,
reducing rent loss from 3.8%
to 1.4% and rent arrears as a
percentage of turnover from 8.2%
to 5.7%.
This is very important for the
management of our main source
of income and ensures we
maximise our available income
resources to provide services to
customers.

Service delivery
Our performance management
framework exists to drive
continuous improvement and
value for money across all parts

2

Cost

Poor performance
High cost
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of the business. The format of the
performance report is kept under
review to ensure that it captures
the strategic information needed
for Board members to consider.
We continue to use Housemark
to benchmark our cost and
performance against other
housing providers – one of
the ways we gain business
intelligence to make better
informed business decisions. This
year we have selected a bespoke
peer group of 39 organisations.
Providers have been chosen to
enable meaningful comparison
and are therefore of similar stock
size, operational area (eg. urban
and not London or Wales-based),
level of housing for older people
and have a DLO. Fourteen of the
39 organisations had submitted
data for 14/15 when this report
was being produced.
However, it must be recognised
that diversification in the social
housing sector makes it difficult to
identify a reasonably comparable
peer group. The results of the
existing industry benchmarking
approach could be misleading in

3 5
4

6
7
Good performance
High cost
1

regard to costs, value for money
and resident satisfaction. It must
also be acknowledged that the
benchmark results used for this
self-assessment will change as
more organisations submit their
results for 14/15 during 15/16
as there is no single, agreed
Housemark deadline and we have
to therefore periodically review
our position. For these reasons
we are currently participating in a
HACT scoping study principally
on resident satisfaction and
wellbeing that may result in an
alternative or complementary
product that could enable smarter
comparisons.
The following Housemark chart
shows our position compared
to our peer group for cost and
performance for eight different
activity areas. Cost is based on
the total cost per property of
delivering the service (including
overheads). Performance is based
on an aggregate score of the
relevant performance measures.

1 Responsive repairs and void
works
2 Rent arrears and collection
3 Anti-social behaviour

4 Major works and cyclical
maintenance
5 Lettings

Poor performance
Low cost

Good performance
Low cost

6 Tenancy management
7 Resident involvement
8 Estate services

Performance
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We strive to be among the best performing organisations in the country, therefore aim for a top quartile
position for service-related indicators. For cost-related indicators we look to position ourselves as a median
performer as the organisation has been focusing on the delivery of transfer promises, following the recent
stock transfer.
The key for the benchmarking
performance is as follows:
UQ

Upper Quartile

MU

Middle Upper Quartile

Me

Median

ML

Middle Lower Quartile

LQ

Lower Quartile

Customer Satisfaction
One of the ways we monitor the
effectiveness and efficiency of our
services is by analysing customer
satisfaction results. In addition to
our ongoing day-to-day surveys,
we conduct a STAR survey every
two years to identify areas for
improvement and to gain a more

Cost per
2014/ 2013/ 2012/ Trend Benchmark
property of: 15
14
13
Major Works
& Cyclical
Maintenance

£2,402 £4,979 £4,166 ê

LQ

Housing
Management

£616

£579

£563

é

LQ

Responsive
Repairs & Void
Works

£841

£890

£905

ê

ML

Overhead
– Housing
Management

£218

£198

£193

é

LQ

thorough understanding of our
impact on the communities we
serve.
While several indicators noted a
slight drop in satisfaction since
2012/13, results for overall
satisfaction remained at their
all-time high of 91%. In addition,
each of the main indicators outperformed the latest national

average figures with only two
exceptions – satisfaction with
quality of home and satisfaction
with neighbourhood. This trend
is unsurprising considering the
investment programme has now
ended and local authority cuts are
impacting upon our communities,
which are among the country’s
most deprived.

STAR
2014/15

STAR
2013/14

STATUS
2010

National
Average*

Overall satisfaction

91%

91%

83%

88%

Satisfaction with quality of home

85%

88%

80%

86%

Satisfaction with neighbourhood

79%

83%

72%

86%

Satisfaction with repairs and maintenance

86%

88%

81%

81%

Satisfaction that customer views are listened
to and acted upon

76%

78%

69%

71%

Satisfaction that rent provides value for money 83.4%**

86.1%**

79%

82%

Satisfaction that service charges provide
value for money

78.2%**

NA

68%

74.3%**

* From HouseMark STAR Benchmarking Apr 13 - Mar 14 Organisation Size 5000 - 10000 (median)
**Results exclude ‘Not Applicable’ responses, in line with STAR question amends, post survey
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We minimised costs in our methodology through a range of measures, such as utilising our newsletter mailing
to negate postage costs when issuing the survey. Our costs were cut further thanks to the record-high
volume of online responses – the result of our targeted social media and email campaigns – and in-house
analysis.

Major Works including Cyclical Maintenance
Major Works including
Cyclical Maintenance

2014/15

2013/14

2012/13

Trend Benchmark

Major works including cyclical
maintenance cost per property

£2,402

£4,979

£4,166

ê

LQ

Percentage of respondents very
or fairly satisfied with the overall
quality of their home

85%

88%

88%

ê

Me

Average SAP rating

72.30%

73.20%

73.40%

ê

UQ

Total direct costs MW & CM

£17,544,189

£38,033,389

Employee costs MW & CM

£2,607,825

£2,725,276

£30,844,996 ê
£2,740,000 ê

The Asset Management Strategy
was reviewed in 2014/15 and
adopted by the Group Board
in April. It is underpinned by an
Asset Performance Evaluation
(APE) model, produced in
conjunction with Savills, which
assesses the financial, economic
and social performance of the
stock over the life of the Business
Plan.
The APE model enables appraisal
of asset performance at several
levels, from group down to

individual properties, and allows
investment decisions to be made
based on a robust range of
financial and sustainability factors
that are aligned to our mission
and values. In particular the
delivery of social innovation in our
communities.
Expenditure reduced dramatically
following the completion of the
stock transfer decent homes work
and future year’s expenditure will
be based upon the results from
the APE model.

The average SAP rating fell
marginally during 14/15 and this
was due to actual EPC data
from surveys overriding cloned
data that had previously been
estimated. However the overall
rating remains well above the
national average. Restructuring of
the investment team in 14/15 has
reduced resource costs by over
£550k, which is reflected in the
15/16 budget.
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Repairs Responsive and Voids
Repairs Responsive and
Voids

2014/15

2013/14

2012/13

Trend Benchmark

Responsive Repairs and voids
cost per property

£841

£890

£905

ê

ML

Average number of calendar days
taken to complete repairs

4.58

3.99

4.21

é

UQ

Percentage of respondents very
86
or fairly satisfied with the way their
social housing provider deals with
repairs and maintenance

88.00%

88.00%

ê

UQ

Total direct costs RR & V

£5,338,537

£5,790,747

£5,812,980

ê

Employee costs RR & V

£3,116,558

£3,213,647

£3,119,188

ê

Responsive and void costs
continued to reduce in 2014/15,
the cost per property falling by
£49 (5.5%) with overall savings of
£383k compared to last year.
We are continuing with the roll out
of mobile working to all areas of
the repairs service and invest in
training of the in house team to
reduce the use of subcontractors
and provide an improved multi
skilled service to our customers,
including increased skills in damp
treatment.
A review of the vehicle fleet has
been coordinated with City South
Manchester as a Group exercise
to seek economies of scale and
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at the end of the current lease a
new fleet will be procured. This
is expected to be completed
during 15/16. We changed our
fuel provider during the year and
saved £8k on fuel costs.
The extended use of mobile
working, together with training
of the inhouse team has resulted
in a reduction in the use of subcontractors, a saving in 2014/15
of £35k.
We reviewed our electrical testing
processes and were able to
introduce new systems that have
produced a recurring saving of
£26k and improve the service to
customers. A similar exercise with

our void property processes has
led to recurring annual savings of
£18K.
Our procurement team continue
to consider the environmental
and social impact of all purchases
and during 2014/15, 83.2% of all
materials purchased were within
a 10 mile radius of the depot – an
increase of 1.22% from last year.
At the same time procurement
spend on construction materials
reduced by £3k.

Tenancy Management
Tenancy Management

2014/15

2013/14

2012/13

Trend Benchmark
é

LQ

Number of tenancies terminated
as % of properties managed

5.17%

6.84%

6.47%

ê

UQ

Percentage of respondents very
or fairly satisfied with the overall
service provided

91.00%

91.00%

91.00%

çè

UQ

Total direct costs TM

£686,229

£597,950

£590,285

é

Employee costs TM

£547,326

£507,030

£513,541

é

Tenancy Management cost per
property

The stability of our communities
can be demonstrated by the fact
that 87% of our tenants.
Have lived in their home for over
2 years with 20% living in their
home for between 5-9 and 51%
have lived in their home for over
10 years.
Tenancy turnover improved at
5.17% compared to over 6%
for the previous two years and
satisfaction with our overall service
remained at 91%.
All these results demonstrate our
commitment and investment in
our services and training in our
staff.
We have introduced a new service
of carrying out tenancy audit visits
to a minimum of 10% (800) of
our properties each year. This is
to deter tenancy fraud by having
a proactive and comprehensive
approach and to identify tenancy

£136.62

£118.26

£119.10

fraud speedily when it happens.
It also allows us to survey
customers to see if they have any
specific needs or vulnerabilities
which can then be addressed.
Again this assists with improving
sustainability and keeping turnover
low and void costs down.
We developed a new vulnerability
policy and screening to aid
customer profiling and to
target our support services to
achieve better outcomes for
customers and improve tenancy
sustainability.
We increased our means of
electronic communications,
introducing My Account, a self
service portal, to allow customers
to check their rent accounts and
to report repairs. We have also
revised our processes where
all new tenants are offered the
opportunity to receive their let
pack documents via e-mail with

links to our website. This ensures
they have up to date information
and advice about their tenancy
and Eastlands Homes and also
saves on the cost of each let pack
and officer time in collating these.
We have invested in staff training
developing staff competence and
confidence on issues like mental
health, safeguarding adults and
children and domestic abuse. This
has increased staff awareness
and confidence in dealing with
issues such as hoarding, anti
social behaviours and poor
property/garden condition
therefore reducing legal costs
whilst assisting some of our most
vulnerable customers.
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Income
Income

2014/15

2013/14

2012/13

Trend Benchmark
é

LQ

Total Tenant Arrears as a
percentage of rent due

5.18%

5.49%

5.96%

ê

MU

Percentage of respondents very
or fairly satisfied that their rent
provides value for money

83%

86.10%

86.10%

ê

MU

Total direct costs rent arrears and
collection

£1,048,636

£997,731

£888,191

é

Rent arrears and collection cost
per property

We continue to invest in our
income collection and financial
inclusion services to optimise
income potential, manage debt,
to assist life opportunities and
well –being of residents. We have
measured the potential customer
benefit (PCB) of our intervention
and working with customers on
additional benefits, grants and tax
credits to the value of £1.2m.
Improved performance on
tenant arrears, demonstrated
by the lowest level of arrears as
a percentage of rent due, since
2009.
We have embedded the ‘Think
Rent’ initiative across all staff
who discuss rent payments,
arrears and welfare benefits with
customers to support income
collection. The increase in Callpay
payments is £157,616 compared
to 2013/14.
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£208.22

£193.53

£176.29

Since January 2015, our
Neighbourhood Warden Service
has collected £13k additional
income in the last quarter by
including rent visits on their
evening duties on the estates.
Our drive to review the efficiency
of our processes and the use of
IT and digital platforms to develop
our approach to ‘channel shift’
has continued during 2014/15.
The introduction of SMS text
messaging has generated a
further £80k income.
We redesigned our approach to
affordability screening prior to
tenancy sign up. A RAG rating
system that triggers housing
options, sustainability discussions
and links for additional support
has helped 166 applicants since
January 2015 and ensures they
are able to sustain their tenancy

and reduce the risk of future
debt problems and arrears for
Eastlands Homes.
We have increased our work
with community groups and
other support agencies to deliver
advice and training on financial
awareness and budgeting to over
100 people.
We retendered our contract
for producing rent statements,
generating a 10k saving and
invested this into a Behaviour
Change study. This study will
consider different approaches for
communicating to customers and
the most effective method will be
implemented and should lead to
increases in income collection.

Lettings
Lettings

2014/15

2013/14

2012/13

Trend Benchmark
ê

LQ

Average re-let time in days

18.9

17.3

15.82

é

UQ

Rent loss due to empty properties

0.75%

0.67%

0.98%

ê

UQ

Total direct costs lettings

£473,765

£504,840

£505,799

ê

Employee costs lettings

£410,895

£406,099

£408,137

é

Lettings cost per property

Our homes are let via Manchester
Move, a choice based lettings
website, as part of our
commitment to partnership
working and to provide ease of
access to housing for people in
Manchester. We have achieved
efficiencies within this process
as it is very customer lead. Most
communication with customers
is via e-mail and offer letters and
other written communication is
generally sent via e-mail therefore
saving on printing and postage
costs.
Our stock remains in high demand
with the average number of bids
for our properties advertised on
Manchester Move being 65 per
property.
403 tenancies were terminated of
which 276 – 68% - were voluntary
and 127 – 32% not (e.g. eviction/
moved to residential care/death of
tenant).

£97.31

£98.03

£99.97

Our relet time remained stable
and upper quartile performance
at 18.9 days. This helps us to
maintain a low rent loss figure
which has remained low at 0.75%
and helps us maximise our
income potential.

sustain the tenancy. This included
affordability assessments being
carried out for all new customers
and where required referrals
being made to our in house
Money Matters Team to provide
assistance.

We reviewed demand and
consulted with customers on age
restricted blocks and reduced
age restrictions on 34 hard to let
properties. This has increased
the number of bids on these
properties and the subsequent
saving in staff time due to previous
high refusal rates. It has also
reduced time and costs of dealing
with requests for adaptations
which are no longer required for
younger customers.

The introduction of local lettings
policies where we have low levels
of employment has enabled us to
target lets to working households
in order to increase overall
demand and sustainability.

We revised our approached to
allocations in order to ensure
time is spent understanding our
customers needs and the ability to
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Anti-social Behaviour
Anti-social Behaviour

2014/15

2013/14

2012/13

Trend Benchmark
é

LQ

Percentage of anti-social
behaviour cases resolved
successfully

93.86%

87.72%

86.20%

é

MU

Percentage of respondents
94.1
satisfied with anti-social behaviour
case handling

91.00%

96.00%

ê

UQ

Number of ASB Cases

849

896

946

ê

Total direct costs ASB

£527,097

£515,697

£479,985

é

Employee costs ASB

£447,824

£425,636

£427,448

é

ASB cost per property

Contributing to safe and
successful neighbourhoods is
central to our vision. In addition to
our Anti Social Behaviour Team,
we provide a Neighbourhood
Warden Service that is highly
valued by customers, but adds
additional cost compared to the
benchmark group, many of whom
do not provide this service.
We do experience a high volume
of ASB and Domestic Abuse (DA)
cases and we have worked to
understand the key drivers behind
this. We reviewed the ASB teams
and identified that their proactive
approach to service delivery i.e.
working with Police colleagues,
led to the identification of tenants
who hadn’t also reported
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£104.77

£98.92

£95.01

incidents of ASB and DA. On
average 75% of DA incidents
and 20% of ASB incidents were
identified by proactive working,
which led to the recording and
investigating of higher numbers of
ASB and DA incidents than our
benchmarking group. However,
the early identification of victims
reduced the likelihood of incidents
escalating, which resulted in
the number of cases recorded
requiring legal action reducing by
35% in 2014-15 when compared
to 2013-14. We also recognised
that as an organisation we have
low perpetrator and victim ASB
and DA repeat rates indicating
that early intervention helps to
stop repeat calls to our service.

We have reviewed our approach
to supporting and managing
vulnerability in order to support
the customers better during ASB
and our satisfaction with case
handling has increased to 94%
during a particularly difficult period
with welfare reform changes and
cuts to local delivery services from
MCC.
We conducted a time and motion
review of the Neighbourhood
Warden Service and as a result
we introduced mobile working,
a new shift pattern and hours of
operation. By removing waste
we were able to improve service
cover by 50% utilising existing
staffing levels. This has led to
increased team outputs and
improved performance.

Estate Services
Estate Services

2014/15

2013/14

2012/13

Trend Benchmark
é

MU

Percentage of respondents
very or fairly satisfied with their
neighbourhood as a place to live

79.00%

83.00%

83.00%

ê

LQ

Total direct costs estate services

£871,853

£899,026

£846,984

é

Employee costs estate services

£377,769

£359,095

£341,115

é

Estate Services cost per property

£138.65

£137.80

£131.34

We worked with customers to
improve the customer scrutiny of
the estate services by undertaking
a peer review. This exercise
highlighted areas on the estates
that needed improvement to
ensure that the customers are
receiving value for money and the
best possible service.

We reviewed our cleaning
schedules for efficiencies and
began to develop new business.
We plan to develop this more in
2015/16.

We reviewed our processes
within estate services, increasing
recycling and reducing costs on
tipping realising a saving of £8k.

With the reduction in public
funding to Councils leading to
cuts to services provided by MCC
and the lack of grant funding from
the bids, the efficiencies created

We submitted bids for £200k
to Manchester Clean City but
unfortunately didn’t receive any
grants from our bids.

from the peer review and internal
reviews have been invested into
providing additional services
previously carried out by MCC.
As result of the cuts in public
services, transition difficulties
with a change in the main waste
management provider in our
areas and increased fly tipping,
the customer satisfaction of our
neighbourhoods has fallen slightly
this year. We aim to address this
through the additional services
now provided by our staff.
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Resident Involvement
Resident Involvement

2013/14

2012/13

Trend Benchmark
ê

LQ

Percentage of respondents very or 76%
fairly satisfied that their views are
being listened to and acted upon

78.00%

78.00%

ê

UQ

Total direct costs customer
involvement

£372,407

£384,835

£371,975

é

UQ

Employee costs resident
involvement

£262,193

£284,935

£274,546

ê

Resident Involvement cost per
property

We work closely with partners
such as the third sector and
MCC to support delivery of their
strategic aims and to ensure
customers have been actively
engaged in the delivery of our
objectives including policy and
service development.
We invest in resident involvement
to ensure our customers consider
their views are being listened to
and acted upon.
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2014/15
£69.12

£70.65

£72.64

We have implemented a new
scrutiny model which enables
customers to be further involved
in the services we provide and
gives the business a customer
perspective on services and a
plan of recommendations.

We have continued our literacy
project and this has won
numerous awards for excellence
both locally and nationally and
we are also building a follow on
programme to further develop
skills.

A new Customer involvement
policy has led to a reduced
amount of time on consultation
and increased community
engagement in a number of
key priority areas including
digital inclusion, environment,
volunteering and health and
wellbeing.

We have worked with the
community to increase external
funding and investment in our
communities by £4k in areas such
as training and community events.

Overheads
Overheads

2014/15

2013/14

2012/13

Trend Benchmark
é

LQ

Overheads cost per property –
Housing Management

£218

£198

£198

é

LQ

Office premises costs as a
percentage of adjusted turnover

2.61%

2.84%

2.84%

ê

LQ

IT costs as a percentage of
adjusted turnover

3.89%

3.95%

3.95%

ê

LQ

Finance costs as a percentage of
adjusted turnover

1.91%

2.06%

2.06%

ê

LQ

Central overhead costs as a
percentage of adjusted turnover

3.71%

4.17%

4.17%

ê

UQ

Total overheads

£4,734,999

£4,791,358

£4,511,486

é

ML

Employee costs overheads

£1,838,203

£1,883,337

£1,668,942

é

Total Overheads cost per property £606.20

During 2014/15 we continued
to use external back office
benchmarking on a quarterly and
annual basis in order to track the
cost of back office staff and total
overheads per property and costs
have reduced this year by £57k.
The trend in the percentage spent
relating to income is reducing
and the ongoing staff costs
have reduced which links to our
intentions from last year to review
the support service processes
and drive efficiencies within back
office teams.

£607.19

£568.13

We have invested in training and
the development of in-house
process mapping and process
improvement skills to support
the business to understand cost
drivers of delivering services and
to better use resources in order
to reduce costs going forward
and develop better processes for
improved services to customers.
The results of this exercise will
be used as part of the future
structures and processes within
the new group, One Manchester.

We have renegotiated the ICT
infrastructure support saving £11k
and the software support saving
£50k. Both maintain the level of
support at a reduced cost.
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Our People
We are committed to developing our people to ensure our
performance is consistently high quality across the business.
During the year, 241 staff members attended 108 different
courses to ensure the business works effectively, efficiently
and in accordance with latest health and safety guidance.

Through in-house training
expertise and our knowledge of
subsidised provision, we have
been able to equip our staff
effectively and efficiently, making a
number of savings:
• In-house delivery of ILM Level
3 Leadership & Management
programme, saving £6,000 in
external provider fees
• Worked with training provider to
deliver bespoke Health & Safety
training for Estate Action Team,
saving £576 on delivery costs
• Accessed £3,500 of free
training in safeguarding children,
domestic abuse, mental health
awareness and graffiti removal
through various suppliers and
campaigns

Our Communities
As part of our commitment
to create safe and successful
communities, we recognise the
vital role we play in supporting
people to improve their own lives.
Our diverse range of services
helps people to gain employment,
improve their financial position,
make positive contributions to
society, get online and improve
their health and wellbeing. The
following services have had a
significant impact in meeting these
outcomes during the year.
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• Employment support service
In order to support our
customers into work, we have
a dedicated employment
support officer who helps to
get people back into work.
During 2014/15, 39 customers
were given relevant training to
improve their job prospects
and 13 people subsequently
found employment with others
securing volunteer positions to
increase work experience.
Preparations were also
underway this year for our
new East Hub centre, which
provides a much bigger range
of employment and training
offers as part of the One
Manchester Group, open from
1 April 2015.
• Financial inclusion
Our Money Matters team
helped to relieve debt burdens
for 357 customers during the
year, securing financial gains
totalling £1,214,678 – our
highest annual amount on
record. The success results
from a focus on one-to-one
customer advice appointments
which helped to achieve
more than £113,000 through
Employment Support Allowance
claims and appeals, and
close to £75,000 of Personal
Independence Payments.

• Literacy support
Our award-winning Literacy
Beacons project supported
49 people to read and write
last year. Poor literacy skills
are closely linked to a lack of
education, unemployment
and low incomes, and can
prevent people from accessing
our services or being active in
society. We identified the unmet
need for literacy support when
we launched the project in 2015
and have since helped to equip
learners with basic reading and
writing skills. The high impact
support is provided at minimal
cost by volunteer literacy
champions – either our own
staff members or people we
have recruited and trained from
within our communities.
• Digital inclusion
To increase access to the
internet among our more
digitally excluded customers,
we launched a number of new
initiatives during the year. Our
Anson Community House is
now a state-of-the-art digital
hub, providing internet access
and a range of devices for
customer use in one of the
most deprived neighbourhoods
in the country. We also
conducted a successful pilot
to provide free Wi-Fi at three

selected community locations
– the scheme has since been
rolled out across all community
rooms in each sheltered
scheme and multi-storey block.
• Boost course
Improved health and wellbeing
was the focus of our new Boost
course, launched during the
year. The six-week programme
ran a successful pilot and
from April 2015 forms part of
our overall provision to help
our customers to improve
their lives. Through two-hour
sessions, ten customers gained
the necessary knowledge and
understanding during the pilot
to help them lead healthier,
happier lives.

Community Insight
We have started to use the
HACT/OCSI Community Insight
tool which gives us the data and
analysis we need to ensure our
services are underpinned by the
best possible knowledge of local
communities, levering the power
of information right across our
organisation. Saving us time and
money, Community Insight gives
us the most relevant and up-todate data on our communities
with no need to invest in
specialist mapping and data staff,
consultancy or software.
Data for the wards in which
Eastlands Homes operate is
indicated in the dashboard below.
It details the percentage of people
living in each ward who meet
various indicators. In 15/16 we

are to develop a strategic and
joined up approach to community
investment across all One
Manchester neighbourhoods
using the detailed data the tool
can provide.
The Insight tool gives data on the
following indicators:
• Children in poverty (CP)
• Social rented housing (SH)
• Overcrowded housing (OH)
• People with limiting long term
illness (PLLI)
• People with no qualifications
(PNC)
• Working age welfare benefit
claimers (WABC)
• Households in fuel poverty
(HFP)
• Households with no car (HWC)

Colour coding enables
comparison between our
areas, as follows.
Very small

CP

SH

OH

PLLI

PNC

WABC HFFP

HWC

47.6

40.8

23.3

17.5

31.4

20.6

13.4

54.5

45.3

51.1
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14.8

20.5

16.3

22.5

63.8

40.7

48.4

16.5

19.9

35.8

25.2

13.2

55.6

Gorton
South

41.9

44.8

16.2

18.6

32.4

23.5

22.6

55

Gorton
North

36.4

31.8

12.2

20.3

35.1

24.2

15.3

53.8
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15.5

14.7

15.2
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16.6

21.4

43.3

31.7

38.6

23.9

17

26.6

19.5

27.3

54.4

34.4

30.9
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13

17.2

13.9

28.2

53.8

Small

Ancoats &
Clayton

Medium

Ardwick

Large

Bradford

Very large

Levenshulme
Longsight
Rusholme
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Social value
A new social value calculation
was agreed during the year
to enable continued reporting
and comparison as part of the
One Manchester partnership. It
identified that Eastlands Homes
created social value of £4,873,956
in 2014/15 through provision of
employment support, financial
inclusion, customer involvement
and youth activities. The
breakdown is as follows:
Employment support: £119,602
relating to the outcomes of the
service, as listed above.
We helped six people into fulltime employment, seven people
into part-time roles, placed four
people into volunteering positions
and provided relevant training
and CV support to improve the
employment prospects of 39
people.
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Financial inclusion: £2,796,222
created due to our support, which
helped to relieve the burden
of debt for 357 customers,
creating the largest improvement
in wellbeing of all the services
measured.
Customer involvement:
£1,095,176 resulting from the
work of our customer involvement
team, engaging 731 different
people during the year, engaging
them in numerous activities to
help improve their communities.
Youth activities: £862,957 arising
from our work with 360 young
people, improving their wellbeing
through a range of projects across
our neighbourhoods.
The result is based on selected
business areas, agreed with City
South Manchester, and provides a
baseline that One Manchester has
committed to increase by 20%.

Calculations are based on
HACT’s Wellbeing Valuation
approach, which enables the
success of social interventions
to be measured by how much
they increase people’s wellbeing.
The results will provide ongoing
insights into the effectiveness
of our services and ensure
the investment of resources is
evidence-led and outcome driven.
In order to maximise our impact
on the communities in which we
operate, we are keen to use local
suppliers wherever possible and
have increased our proportion
of spend with local suppliers
year-on-year since 2011-12. In
2014/15, close to 38% of our
spend was with suppliers based
within 10 miles. We will look to
increase this further in coming
years, recognising the economic
benefits for our communities.

Our Gains

Overview Area

Description

VFM Gain
2014/15

Retendered
£58,473
These are areas where we Community alarm
have made a saving for the provider from MCC
to Astraline
business - either through
changes in the way
Negotiated the cost £1,941
we work, procurement
of removals and
savings, tenders, or by
carpets
working more effectively
Redesigned electrical £26,772
with others
processes

Future
Value created
Gain if
appropriate
£58k p.a.

The new contract
gives us the same
service at a reduced
cost

One off

Reduced cost

£25k p.a.

Better working
practice provides a
more efficient service
with reduced costs

Redesigned payment £1,361
methods

£1k p.a.

Better working
practice provides
same service at
reduced cost

Redesigned voids
process

£26,236

£18k p.a.

Better working
practice provides
same service at
reduced cost

Training of Staff
to complete
commercial boiler
repairs

£1,200

£1k p.a.

Increased skills
reduce costs and
empowers staff

Conversion to energy £7,564
efficient lighting

£2k p.a.

New technology
provides reduced
costs

Savings from smart
procurement on
materials

£5k p.a.

Cheaper products

Expenditure - Savings

£6,846
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Overview Area

Description

VFM Gain
2014/15

Future
Value created
Gain if
appropriate

Expenditure - Savings

Retender fuel
provider

£8,002

£10k p.a.

The new contract
gives us the same
service at a reduced
cost

£1,000

£1k p.a.

Better working
practice provides
same service at
reduced cost

£9,542

£10k p.a.

The new contract
gives us the same
service at a reduced
cost

Renegotiated the
cost of ICT support

£61,000

£61k p.a.

The new contract
gives us the same
service at a reduced
cost

Restructured the
Investment team

£Nil

£763k

The restructure
provides the
same service and
reduces cost

Savings from mobile £150k
working

£150k

Better working
practice provides
same service at
reduced cost

Rent texting
campaign generated extra
rental income

£80,000

£80k p.a.

Better working
practice provides
more income
recovery

Think Rent
Campaign generated extra
income

£157,616

£200k p.a.

Better working
practice provides
more income
recovery

Extra income
£13,000
generated from the
Neighbourhood
Wardens included in
their visits

£20k p.a.

Better working
practice provides
more income
recovery

New Market
rent properties
developed and let

£56,000

£145k p.a.

New developments
increase annual
income

Grant received
on new build
development

£94,500

£31k

Grant income
offsets costs of
development

These are areas where we
have made a saving for the
business - either through
Manchester Move
changes in the way
efficiencies
we work, procurement
savings, tenders, or by
working more effectively
with others
Redesign of Rent
Statement process

Income - Generated

These are areas of activity
where we have secured
new business or sourced
other areas of funds, e.g.
grants to support our
in-house projects, asset
investment or support for
our communities
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Overview Area

Description

VFM Gain
2014/15

Future
Value created
Gain if
appropriate

Income - Generated

Empty Homes grant £27,000

-

Grant income
offsets costs of
bringing empty
homes back into
use

In Kind - Benefits

In house delivery on £6,720
training

One off

Increased skills
reduce costs and
empowers staff

Use student
placement on
project rather than
employ temporary
staff

£6,000

One off

The student
placement reduced
cost as well as
assisting local
organisations

Accessed free
training

£3,500

One off

Provides benefits
to staff and the
community

Benefits to Tenants
gained from Money
Matters Team

1,214,677

£1m

Increase in potential
wealth of customers

Savings to tenants £2,036
electricity bill as a
result of LEDs being
fitted

£3k

Saving customers
money on their fuel
bills

Accessed free
£5,871
training for over 100
people

One off

Not having to pay
for training and
giving our tenants
new skills

These are areas of activity
where we have secured
new business or sourced
other areas of funds, e.g.
grants to support our
in-house projects, asset
investment or support for
our communities
These are areas where
we have been able to
complete an area of work
by accessing the services
of other organisations
at no cost to us. It also
includes areas where we
have developed something
in house which saves
us having to procure a
particular item, we may
have incurred some staff
costs but these are far
lower than the market
price equivalent.
Community

These are areas where
we have worked with
a range of community
groups to either secure
grants for them or to work
on projects where they
are the direct financial
beneficiary. It also includes
work where we have
helped our community to
access additional benefits,
protect their income, or
offer practical support to
help them manage their
budgets. We also look at
life skills, training, culture
and education.
Total

£1,999,857

£2,584,000
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One Future
One Manchester was successfully formed and launched in
April 2015 and future VFM self assessments will be combined
for the Group. A full transition plan is in place to ensure that
we secure the efficiencies and improvements cited in the
group Business Case and our merger plans will deliver a
recurrent saving by the end of 2016/17 of £2.5m having a
positive impact on the recurrent costs of our services.

As well as the efficiencies that
can be achieved by combining
services and delivering “the
best of both” companies, One
Manchester is aspirational
in wanting to deliver social
innovation and to improve and
broaden the services offered to
local communities.
Since submitting the Business
case and whilst formulating the
VFM Assessments for 2014/15,
the Chancellor of the Exchequer
has revealed the 2015 Summer
Budget and no registered
providers’ VFM assessment can
ignore the impact of that budget,
in particular the 1% reduction in
social housing rents effective from
April 2016, to be continued year
on year for the subsequent four
years.
In light of the July 2015 budget,
we have calculated, and robustly
stress tested our business
planning assumptions and believe
that as well as the significant
initial efficiencies already identified
through the partnership and
merger activity above, the Group
will need to achieve further total
savings over a 5 year period in
the region of £17.5m. Our initial
planning has identified and will set
year on year additional recurrent
savings targets of:
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Year
2016/17

Within year VFM Cumulative
target
recurrent
saving
£1.5m

£1.5m

2017/18

£0.75m

£2.25m

2018/19

£1.25m

£3.5m

2019/20

£1.0m

£4.5m

2020/21

£1.25m

£5.75m

Total
The table above details the
efficiency targets and service
improvements identified in the
original Group Business Case:
• Net savings of £2m per
annum, savings of £2.5m, and
additional financing costs of
£0.5m by the end of 2016/17.
• Realise efficiency savings in
delivering services of £1.25m
over five years and re-invest in
services
• Realise efficiency savings of
£13.4m over five years, (not
including additional set up costs
and re- financing charges)
• Achieve an overall saving of 9%
across our cost base

£17.5m
• Extend tenancy support
services by 20% to help sustain
tenancies for residents affected
by mental health issues,
welfare reform, fuel poverty and
financial exclusion
• Reduce turnover in stock
(caused by lack of support for
mental health issues, welfare
reform, fuel poverty and
financial exclusion) by 10% over
three years
• 99% emergency repairs
completed within timescale
• Increase satisfaction with
neighbourhood to 85% over
three years
• Develop a new Customer
Involvement Strategy for the
group

• £40m investment in homes,
services and resident
opportunities over five years
• £100k per year for five years
(index linked) invested in a new
Community Fund to support
resident-led community projects
and initiatives
• Establish a managing agent
service for market rented
homes within two years
• Increase social return on
investment by 20% by effective
partnership working
• Increase the retention of spend
in the local economy brought
about by SROI by 10%
• Provide employment and
training opportunities to 2000
residents over five years
• Engage 1000 young people
to build skills and financial
confidence over five years
• Extend “Steps 2 Success”
employment and volunteering
programme across all
neighbourhoods
• Extend the Literacy Beacons
Project to all neighbourhoods
• Create a numeracy project
parallel to Literacy Beacons
across all neighbourhoods
• Remodel three former public
services in consultation with
residents, over five years
• Review a range of services
over two years and extend their
coverage by 20%
• Improve recycling rates in
underperforming areas by 10%
over three years

• Provide Digital by Design
services for > 50% of
customers, i.e. provide internet
services for > 4,000 customers
• Introduce a service to offer and
deliver energy efficiency advice
and measures
The impact of rent reduction
means that we will be reassessing our aspirational
improvements and development
plan in order to realise the
additional savings now needed in
order to have a robust Business
Plan in place.

Risk
Key operational issues for both
organisations include:
• the continued roll out of
universal credit which could not
only have a major impact on
rent income streams, but also
increased operating costs to
respond to the change
• the ongoing reduction of welfare
benefits that may affect the
affordability of social housing for
some groups of people
• extension of the right to buy
• the reduction in social housing
rents by 1% per year for the
next four years
• the requirement for tenants
earning more than £30k to pay
up to market rent
As One Manchester we need
ensure we have a comprehensive
overview of rent income and
arrears performance. We need

to monitor tenancy turnover,
void loss and average relet time
which are key sustainability and
value for money indicators. Value
for money in service provision
is even more important and the
efficiency savings need to be
realised in addition to potential
diversification of our business to
increase revenue. The requirement
for tenants earning over £30k
to pay up to market rent may
provide additional revenue but it
also introduces an administrative
requirement to monitor household
incomes and adjust rent levels. It
could also adversely affect rent
collection rates if tenants are
unable to pay and void levels if
they choose to leave.
One Manchester has an approved
Risk Management Strategy in
place with a Corporate Risk
Register, Risk Universe and Risk
Appetite Table to support the
strategy.
The strategy reflects the best
features of those respective
strategies, both of which have
undergone recent Internal Audit
scrutiny and both of which were
given substantial assurance. Both
organisations have kept up-todate with best practice in the
sector and beyond and have the
benefit of advice and challenge
from risk experts on their existing
committees.
The strategy also reflects the
increase in size of the combined
business and as such, values for
financial risk have been increased.
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How to contact us:
Eastlands Homes Partnership Limited
Eastlands House
Victoria Street, Openshaw
Manchester M11 2NX
Tel: 0161 274 2390
www.eastlandshomes.co.uk
eastline@eastlandshomes.co.uk
/Eastlandshomes
@eastlandshomes

